We measure the gravitational lensing signal around satellite galaxies in a sample of galaxy clusters at z < 0.15 by combining high-quality imaging data from the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope with a large sample of spectroscopically-confirmed cluster members. We use extensive image simulations to assess the accuracy of shape measurements of faint, background sources in the vicinity of bright satellite galaxies. We find a small but significant bias, as light from the lenses makes the shapes of background galaxies appear radially aligned with the lens. We account for this bias by applying a correction that depends on both lens size and magnitude. We also correct for contamination of the source sample by cluster members. We use a physically-motivated definition of subhalo mass, namely the mass bound to the subhalo, m bg , similar to definitions used by common subhalo finders in numerical simulations. Binning the satellites by stellar mass we provide a direct measurement of the subhalo-to-stellar-mass relation, log m bg /M = (11.54 ± 0.05) + (0.95 ± 0.10) log[m /(2 × 10 10 M )]. This best-fitting relation implies that, at a stellar mass m ∼ 3 × 10 10 M , subhalo masses are roughly 50 per cent of those of central galaxies, and this fraction decreases at higher stellar masses. We find some evidence for a sharp change in the total-to-stellar mass ratio around the clusters' scale radius, which could be interpreted as galaxies within the scale radius having suffered more strongly from tidal stripping, but remain cautious regarding this interpretation.
INTRODUCTION
According to the hierarchical structure formation paradigm, galaxy clusters grow by the continuous accretion of smaller galaxy groups and individual galaxies. Initially, each of these systems is hosted by their own dark matter halo, but as a galaxy falls into a larger structure, tidal interactions transfer mass from the infalling galaxy to the new host. The galaxy then becomes a satellite and its dark matter halo, a subhalo.
Detailed studies on the statistics of subhaloes from numerical N-body simulations have revealed that subhaloes are severely affected by their host haloes. Dynamical friction makes more massive subhaloes sink towards the centre faster, while tidal stripping removes mass preferentially from the outskirts of massive subhaloes closer to the centre. These two effects combined destroy the most massive subhaloes soon after infall (e.g., Tormen et al. 1998; Taffoni et al. 2003) , a result exaggerated in simulations with limited resolution (e.g., Klypin et al. 1999; Taylor & Babul 2005; Han et al. 2016) . Tidal stripping makes subhaloes more concentrated than field haloes of the same mass (e.g., Ghigna et al. 1998; Springel et al. 2008; Moliné et al. 2017) , and counterbalances the spatial segregation induced by dynamical friction ).
One of the most fundamental questions is how these subhaloes are linked to the satellite galaxies they host, which are what we observe in the real Universe. Taking N-body simulations at face value results in serious inconsistencies with observations, the most famous of which are known as the "missing satellites" (Klypin et al. 1999; Moore et al. 1999) and "too big to fail" (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2011) problems. It has since become clear that these problems may arise because baryonic physics has a strong influence on the smallscale distribution of matter. Energetic feedback from supernovae at the low-mass end, and active galactic nuclei at the high-mass end, of the galaxy population affect the ability of dark matter (sub)haloes to form stars and retain them. In addition, the excess mass in the centre of galaxies (compared to dark matter-only simulations) can modify each subhalo's susceptibility to tidal stripping (e.g., Zolotov et al. 2012) .
Despite these difficulties, given the current technical chal- lenges of generating cosmological high-resolution hydrodynamical simulations (in which galaxies form self-consistently), N-body simulations remain a valuable tool to try to understand the evolution of galaxies and (sub)haloes. In order for them to be applied to real observations, however, one must post-process these simulations in some way that relates subhaloes to galaxies, taking into account the aforementioned complexities (and others). For instance, semi-analytic models contain either physical or phenomenological recipes whether or not to form galaxies in certain dark matter haloes based on the mass and assembly history of haloes (e.g., Bower et al. 2006; Lacey et al. 2016) . A different method involves halo occupation distributions (HODs), which assume that the average number of galaxies in a halo depends only on host halo mass. Because they provide an analytical framework to connect galaxies and dark matter haloes, HODs are commonly used to interpret galaxy-galaxy lensing and galaxy clustering measurements through a conditional stellar mass (or luminosity) function (e.g., Seljak 2000; Peacock & Smith 2000; Mandelbaum et al. 2006; Cacciato et al. 2009; van den Bosch et al. 2013) .
One of the key aspects of these prescriptions is the stellarto-halo mass relation. While many studies have constrained the stellar-to-halo mass relation of central galaxies (e.g., Hoekstra et al. 2005; Heymans et al. 2006b; Mandelbaum et al. 2006 Mandelbaum et al. , 2016 More et al. 2011; van Uitert et al. 2011 van Uitert et al. , 2016 Leauthaud et al. 2012; Velander et al. 2014; Coupon et al. 2015; Zu & Mandelbaum 2015) , this is not the case for satellite galaxies, whose subhaloto-stellar mass relation (SHSMR) remains essentially unexplored, and the constraints so far are largely limited to indirect measurements. Rodríguez-Puebla et al. (2012) used abundance matching (the assumption that galaxies rank-ordered by stellar mass can be uniquely mapped to [sub] haloes rank-ordered by total mass) to infer the SHSMR using the satellite galaxy stellar mass function, and Rodríguez-Puebla et al. (2013) extended these results using galaxy clustering measurements. They showed that the SHSMR is significantly different from the central stellar-to-total mass relation, and that assuming an average relation when studying a mixed population can lead to biased results (see also Yang et al. 2009 ).
Instead, only stellar dynamics and gravitational lensing provide direct ways to probe the total gravitational potential of a galaxy. However, the quantitative connection between stellar velocity dispersion and halo mass is not straightforward (e.g., Li et al. 2013b; Old et al. 2015) , and only gravitational lensing provides a direct measurement of the total surface mass density (Fahlman et al. 1994; Clowe et al. 1998) . Using deep Hubble Space Telescope (HST) observations, Natarajan et al. (1998 Natarajan et al. ( , 2002 Natarajan et al. ( , 2007 Natarajan et al. ( , 2009 ) measured the weak (and also sometimes strong) lensing effect of galaxies in six clusters at z = 0.2 − 0.6. After fitting a truncated density profile to the ensemble signal using a maximum likelihood approach, they concluded that galaxies in clusters are strongly truncated with respect to field galaxies. Using data for clusters at z ∼ 0.2 observed with the CFH12k instrument on the CanadaHawaii-France Telescope (CFHT), Limousin et al. (2007) arrived at a similar conclusion. Halkola et al. (2007) and Suyu & Halkola (2010) used strong lensing measurements of a single cluster and a small galaxy group, respectively, and also found evidence for strong truncation of the density profiles of satellite galaxies, and other strong lensing studies have reached similar conclusions (e.g., Eichner et al. 2013; Monna et al. 2015 Monna et al. , 2017 . Likewise, Okabe et al. (2014) analyzed the weak lensing signal of subhaloes in the Coma cluster and found that, while group-scale subhaloes show (mild) evidence of sharp truncations at radii r < 200 kpc, stacked weak lensing measurements of satellite galaxies show no signs of truncation. Similarly, Pastor Mira et al. (2011) found no evidence of truncation of subhaloes in the Millenium simulation ; their density profiles are instead fully consistent with a NFW profile. It is unclear whether the differences between these studies are due to different galaxy (and cluster) samples, different modelling assumptions or, in the case of Pastor Mira et al. (2011) , due to the lack of baryonic physics in the simulations.
In addition, recent combinations of large weak lensing surveys with high-purity galaxy group catalogues have allowed direct measurements of the average subhalo masses associated with satellite galaxies using weak galaxy-galaxy lensing (Li et al. 2014 (Li et al. , 2016 Sifón et al. 2015a; Niemiec et al. 2017) . Like the studies cited above, these studies did not focus on the SHSMR but on the segregation of subhaloes by mass within galaxy groups, by measuring subhalo masses at different group-centric distances. The observational results are consistent, within their large errorbars, with the mild segregation of dark matter subhaloes seen in numerical simulations (Han et al. 2016; van den Bosch et al. 2016) . However, it is not clear whether results based on subhaloes in N-body simulations can be directly compared to observations. In fact, van den Bosch (2017) has shown that the statistics of subhaloes inferred from N-body simulations are problematic even to this day, because of severe numerical destruction of subhaloes.
In this work, we present weak gravitational lensing measurements of the total mass of satellite galaxies in 48 massive galaxy clusters at z < 0.15. Our images were taken with the MegaCam instrument on the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT), which has a field of view of 1 sq. deg., allowing us to focus on very low redshift clusters and take advantage of the < 0.8 seeing (corresponding to 1.48 kpc at z = 0.1) typical of our observations. We can therefore probe the lensing signal close to the galaxies themselves, at a physical scale equivalent to what can be probed in a cluster at z ∼ 0.5 with HST, but out to the clusters' virial radii. In addition, the low-redshift clusters we use have extensive spectroscopic observations available from various data sets, compiled by Sifón et al. (2015b) , so we do not need to rely on uncertain photometric identification of cluster members. This paper is organized as follows. We summarize the galaxygalaxy lensing formalism in Section 2. We describe our data set in Section 3, taking a close look at the source catalogue and the shapes of background sources in Section 4. We present our modelling of the satellite lensing signal in Section 5, and discuss the connection between mass and light in satellite galaxies, in the form of the subhalo-to-stellar mass relation and subhalo mass segregation, in Sections 6 and 7, respectively. Finally, we summarize in Section 8.
We adopt a flat Λ cold dark matter (ΛCDM) cosmology with Ω m = 0.315, based on the latest results from cosmic microwave background observations by Planck Collaboration et al. (2016) , and H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 . In this cosmology, 10 = {9.8, 18.4, 26.1} kpc at z = {0.05, 0.1, 0.15}. As usual, stellar and (sub)halo masses depend on the Hubble constant as m ∼ 1/H 2 0 and m ∼ 1/H 0 , respectively.
WEAK GALAXY-GALAXY LENSING
Gravitational lensing distorts the images of background ("source") galaxies as their light passes near a matter overdensity along the line-of-sight. This produces a distortion in the shape of the background source, called shear, and a magnification effect on the source's size (and consequently its brightness). The shear field around a massive object aligns the images of background sources around it in the tangential direction. Therefore, starting from a measurement of the shear of an object in a cartesian frame with components (γ 1 , γ 2 ) (see Section 3.3), it is customary to parametrize the shear as
where φ is the azimuthal angle of the lens-source vector, γ t measures the ellipticity in the tangential (γ t > 0) and radial (γ t < 0) directions and γ × measures the ellipticity in directions 45
• from the tangent. Because of parity symmetry, we expect γ × = 0 for an ensemble of lenses (Schneider 2003) and therefore γ × serves as a test for systematic effects.
The shear is related to the excess surface mass density (ESD), ∆Σ, via
whereΣ(< R) andΣ(R) are the average surface mass density within a radius 1 R and within a thin annulus at distance R from the lens. The critical surface density, Σ c , is a geometrical factor that accounts for the lensing efficiency,
where, D l , D s , and D ls are the angular diameter distances to the lens, to the source and between the lens and the source, respectively. The ESD for each bin in lens-source separation is then
where the sums run over all lens-source pairs in a given bin and the weight of each source galaxy is given by
Here, σ γ is the measurement uncertainty in γ t , which results from the quadrature sum of statistical uncertainties due to shot noise in the images (see Section 3.3) and from uncertainties in the modelling of a measurement bias detailed in Section 4.2 and Appendix A. 2 We set the intrinsic root-mean-square galaxy ellipticity, , Hoekstra et al. 2000; Schrabback et al. 2018) , where 2 = 0.104 is the observed rms ellipticity. In Equation 4, we use a single value for Σ c for all satellites in each cluster (see Section 4.5).
In fact, the weak lensing observable is the reduced shear, g ≡ γ/(1 − κ) (where κ = Σ/Σ c is the lensing convergence), but in the weak limit κ 1 so that g ≈ γ. However, close to the centres of galaxy clusters the convergence becomes significant, so this approximation is not accurate anymore. To account for this, the lensing model presented in Section 5 is corrected using
Because the gravitational potential of satellites in a cluster is traced by the same background source galaxies, data points in the ESD are correlated. Following equations 13-17 of Viola et al. (2015) , we can re-arrange Equation 4 to reflect the contribution 1 As a convention, we denote three-dimensional distances with lower case r and two-dimensional distances (that is, projected on the sky) with upper case R. 2 In practice, the latter is negligible in most cases.
from each source galaxy. The data covariance of measurements in a single cluster can then be written as
where index pairs m, n and i, j run over the observable bins (e.g., stellar mass) and lens-source separation, R, respectively, and C, S and Z are sums over the lenses:
w ls cos 2φ ls ,
where we explicitly allow for the possibility that the source weight, w, may be different for each lens-source pair (as opposed to a unique weight per source). This is indeed the case when we consider the corrections to the shape measurements from lens contamination discussed in Section 4.2 and Appendix A, although in practice differences are negligible. As implied by Equation 7, we assign the same Σ c to all galaxies that are part of the same cluster. The total ESD is then the inverse-covariance-weighted sum of the ESDs of individual clusters. In addition to the data covariance there are, in principle, contributions to the measurement uncertainty from sample variance and from distant large scale structure. By comparing Equation 7 to uncertainties estimated by bootstrap resampling, Sifón et al. (2015a) have shown that the contribution from sample variance is less than 10 per cent for satelite galaxy-galaxy lensing measurements when limited to small lens-source separations (R 2 Mpc). Since the signal from satellites themselves is limited to R 300 kpc (Figure 8 ; see also Sifón et al. 2015a) , in this work we ignore the sample variance contribution to the lensing covariance. Similarly, the distant large scale-structure introduces correlations preferentially on large scales when the signal is averaged around a few positions, as first shown in Hoekstra (2001) . This adds noise and is relevant for individual cluster mass estimates (e.g., Okabe et al. 2014) . Here, we stack the signal at relatively small scales around many different positions (all the lenses) and the large-scale structure contribution is suppressed accordingly. It is therefore reasonable to ignore this contribution as well.
Measurements are independent between clusters. We therefore combine measurements from different clusters, X i ≡ Σ c,i γ i , as:
where C −1 i is the inverse covariance matrix of measurements of the i-th cluster, and
is the covariance of the average measurements entering our analysis (Section 5.3).
Finally, we note that the formalism described above is valid under spherical symmetry, and for a smooth cluster stack. For an rms cluster ellipticity of roughly 0.3 (e.g., van Uitert et al. 2017) , the ellipticity of our stack is 0.3/ √ 48 ∼ 0.04, close enough to circular for our purposes. Substructure from individual clusters will naturally smooth out during the stacking process as well. We therefore consider said assumptions of our formalism to be valid within the precision of our measurements.
DATA SET
In this section we describe the lens and source galaxy samples we use in our analysis. In the next section, we make a detailed assessment of the shape measurement and quality cuts on the source sample using extensive image simulations.
Cluster and lens galaxy samples
The Multi-Epoch Nearby Cluster Survey (MENeaCS, Sand et al. 2012 ) is a targeted survey of 57 galaxy clusters in the redshift range 0.05 z 0.15 observed in the g and r bands with MegaCam on CFHT. We only use the 48 clusters affected by r-band Galactic extinctions A r ≤ 0.2 mag, since we find that larger extinctions bias the source number counts and the correction for cluster member contamination (Section 4). The image processing and photometry are described in detail in van der Burg et al. (2013) ; most images have seeing < 0.8 . We list our sample of 48 clusters in Table 1 . Sifón et al. (2015b) compiled a large sample of spectroscopic redshift measurements in the direction of 46 of these clusters, identifying a total of 7945 spectroscopic members. Since, Rines et al. (2016) have published additional spectroscopic redshifts for galaxies in 12 MENeaCS clusters, six of which are included in Sifón et al. (2015b) but for which the observations of Rines et al. (2016) represent a significant increase in the number of member galaxies. We select cluster members in these 12 clusters in an identical way as Sifón et al. (2015b) . The median dynamical mass of MENeaCS clusters is M 200 ∼ 6 × 10 14 M (Sifón et al. 2015b) . From the member catalogue of Sifón et al. (2015b) , we exclude all brightest cluster galaxies (BCGs), and refer to all other galaxies as satellites. Because the shapes of background galaxies near these members are very likely to be contaminated by light from the BCG, we also exclude all satellite galaxies within 10 of the BCGs to avoid severe contamination from extended light. Finally, we impose a luminosity limit L sat < min(2L , 0.5L BCG ) (where L (z) is the r-band luminosity corresponding to the characteristic magnitude, m phot (z) of the Schechter (1976) function, fit to red satellite galaxies in redMaPPer galaxy clusters over the redshift range 0.05 < z < 0.7 (Rykoff et al. 2014) ). 3 We use SExtractor's mag auto (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) as our estimates of galaxy magnitudes. We choose the maximum possible luminosity, 2L , because the BCGs in our sample have L BCG 3L , so this ensures we do not include central galaxies of massive (sub)structures that could, for instance, have recently merged with the cluster. In addition, we only include satellites within 2 Mpc of the BCG. At larger distances, contamination by fore-and background galaxies becomes an increasingly larger problem. Our final spectroscopic sample consists of 5414 satellites in 45 clusters.
In addition, we include red sequence galaxies in all MENeaCS clusters in low Galactic extinction regions in order to improve our statistics. We measure the red sequence by fitting a straight line to the colour-magnitude relation of red galaxies in each cluster using a maximum likelihood approach, based on the methodology of Hao et al. (2009) . Following Sifón et al. (2015b) , we include only red sequence galaxies brighter than M r = −19 and within 1 Mpc of the BCG. 4 When we include red sequence galaxies, we also use the six clusters without spectroscopic cluster members. Therefore our combined spectroscopic plus red sequence sample includes 7909 cluster members in 48 clusters (including three clusters without spectroscopic data). Throughout, we refer to the spectroscopic and spectroscopic plus red sequence samples as 'spec' and 'spec+RS', respectively.
For the purpose of estimating stellar masses and photometric redshifts, the original MENeaCS observations in g and r were complemented by u-and i-band observations with the Wide-Field Camera on the Isaac Newton Telescope in La Palma (except for a few clusters with archival MegaCam data in either of these bands, see van der Burg et al. 2015, for details) . Stellar masses were estimated by van der Burg et al. (2015) by fitting each galaxy's spectral energy distribution using fast (Kriek et al. 2009 ) assuming a Chabrier (2003) initial mass function.
In order to characterize the connection between satellite galaxies and their host subhaloes, we split the sample by stellar mass (Section 6) and cluster-centric distance (Section 7), each time splitting the sample in five bins. We show the stellar mass and clustercentric distributions of the resulting subsamples in Figure 1 , and list the average values in Table 2 .
Source galaxy sample
We construct the source catalogues in an identical manner to Hoekstra et al. (2015) , except for one additional flag to remove galaxies whose shape is significantly biased by the presence of a nearby bright object. This step is discussed in detail in Section 4.1. The biases in the shape measurements of the sources, depending on how the source sample is defined, have been characterized in great detail by Hoekstra et al. (2015) . Although the study of Hoekstra et al. (2015) refers to a different cluster sample, both samples have been observed with the same instrument under very similar conditions of high image quality, so we can safely take the analysis of Hoekstra et al. (2015) as a reference for our study.
Specifically, we select only sources with r-band magnitudes 5 20 < m phot < 24.5, with sizes r h < 5 pix and an additional constraint on δm phot , the difference in estimated magnitude before and after the local background subtraction used for shape measurements (see Section 4.1). Compared to Hoekstra et al. (2015) , who used 22 < m phot < 25, we choose different magnitude limits (i) at the bright end because our cluster sample is at lower redshift and therefore cluster members tend to be brighter, and (ii) at the faint end because our data are slightly shallower, complicating the shape measurements of very faint sources. The magnitudes m phot have been corrected for Galactic extinction using the Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) Unlike most cluster lensing studies (e.g., Hoekstra et al. 2012; Applegate et al. 2014; Umetsu et al. 2014 ), we do not apply a colour cut to our source sample, since this only reduces contamination by ∼30 per cent for z ∼ 0.2 clusters (Hoekstra 2007) . In fact, one of the advantages of using low-redshift clusters is that contamination by cluster members is significantly lower than at higher redshifts, since cluster members are spread over a larger area on the sky. Instead of applying colour cuts to reduce contamination, we follow Hoekstra et al. (2015) and correct for contamination in the source sample by applying a 'boost factor' to the measured lensing signal to account for the dilution by cluster members (e.g., Mandelbaum et al. 2005a) . We discuss this and other corrections to the shape measurements, along with the source redshift distribution, in Section 4.
Shape measurements
To measure the galaxy-galaxy lensing signal we must accurately infer the shear field around the lenses by measuring the shapes of as many background galaxies as possible. For most of the sources this is a difficult procedure as they are faint and of sizes comparable to the image resolution, quantified by the point spread function (PSF). Blurring by the PSF and noise lead to a multiplicative bias, µ, while an anisotropic PSF introduces an additive bias, c (e.g., Heymans et al. 2006a ). The measured (or observed) shear is therefore related to the true shear by
where θ ls is the lens-source separation and µ and c are referred to simply as the multiplicative and additive biases, respectively; B(R sat ) is the 'boost factor' that corrects for contamination by cluster members, described in Section 4.3. Note that µ, c and B(R sat ) all depend on both the dataset and the shape measurement method. We measure galaxy shapes by calculating the moments of galaxy images using the KSB method (Kaiser et al. 1995; Luppino & Kaiser 1997) , incorporating the modifications by Hoekstra et al. (1998 Hoekstra et al. ( , 2000 . The PSF is measured from the shapes of stars in the image and interpolation between stars is used to estimate the PSF for each galaxy. Hoekstra et al. (2015) used extensive image simulations to assess the performance of KSB depending on the observing conditions and background source ellipticity, magnitude and size distributions. We adopt the size-and signal-to-noisedependent multiplicative bias correction obtained by Hoekstra et al. (2015) . Instead of correcting each source's measured shape, we apply an average correction to each data point (which is an average over thousands of sources), since the latter is more robust to uncertainties in the intrinsic ellipticity distribution . In the next section we take a detailed look at possible sources of bias in our shape measurements.
Due to lensing, sources are magnified as well as sheared, and this may alter the inferred source density, affecting the boost correction discussed in Section 4.3. The increase in flux boosts the number counts relative to an unlensed area of the sky, but the decrease in effective area works in the opposite direction. The net effect depends on the intrinsic distribution of source galaxies as a function of magnitude, and cancels out for a slope d log N source /dm phot = 0.40 (Mellier 1999) . In fact, this slope is 0.38-0.40 for the MegaCam r-band data , so we can safely ignore magnification in our analysis.
In order to account for the measurement uncertainties in defin- ing the quality of our lensing data, throughout this work we use the source weight density. We define the weight density,
as the sum of the shape measurement weights (Equation 5) per square arcminute.
SOURCE SAMPLE AND SHEAR CALIBRATION
We now explore the impact of cluster galaxies in our analysis, as they contaminate our source sample and in some cases bias shape measurements through blending of their light with that of source galaxies. In order to assess the impact of cluster galaxies in the shear measurement pipeline, we use dedicated sets of image simulations. We extend the image simulations produced by Hoekstra et al. (2015) by introducing simulated cluster galaxies into the images of source galaxies. We create two sets of image simulations with different cluster galaxies to investigate different features of the analysis pipeline, as described in the following sections.
The image simulation pipeline of Hoekstra et al. (2015) creates mock images of the MegaCam instrument with randomly placed source galaxies. In short, these simulated galaxies have properties based on galfit (Peng et al. 2002 ) measurements of galaxies in the GEMS survey (Rix et al. 2004) . The modulus of the ellipticity is drawn from a Rayleigh distribution with a width of 0.25 and truncated at 0.9, and galaxies are assigned random position angles. Figure 2 shows the distribution of magnitudes and sizes measured with galfit of MENeaCS cluster galaxies (from Sifón et al. 2015b ). We use these measurements to simulate lens galaxies which we add to the simulations of source galaxies. The surface brightness profiles of galaxies are drawn, assuming their light follows Sérsic (1968) radial profiles, using the GalSim software (Rowe et al. 2015) .
Sensitivity to background subtraction
Before discussing the impact of cluster galaxies in the source sample and shape measurements, we describe a bias pertaining to the shape measurement pipeline itself. The pipeline proceeds in two steps: the first is to detect sources using a global background estimation, while the second is to measure the shapes of these detected objects. In the second step, a local background level is determined by measuring the root mean square brightness in an annulus with inner and outer radii of 16 and 32 pixels respectively, after masking all detected objects. This annulus is split into four quadrants. The background is modelled by fitting a plane through them, and is then subtracted from the image. This background subtraction works well in general, but when light from nearby objects is not properly accounted for, it significantly modifies the estimated magnitude of the test galaxy. Since the simulations do not have a diffuse background component, a proper background subtraction would leave the galaxy magnitude untouched. Therefore, changes in the magnitude pre-and post-background subtraction in the simulations, which we denote δm phot ≡ m postbg − m prebg , mean that the shape measurement process is not robust for that particular galaxy. As our sources are in close proximity to bright satellite galaxies, this feature is potentially detrimental to our shear measurements. The cluster image simulations indeed contain a population of sources with large values of δm phot , which is absent in the simulations without cluster galaxies. Comparing the simulations with-and without cluster galaxies we determined an empirical relation to flag any galaxies severely affected by the local background subtraction. We discard all source galaxies with δm phot < −49.04 − 7.00m phot + 0.333m Table 2 . Number of galaxies and average properties of stellar mass and cluster-centric distance bins used in Sections 6 and 7. Sub-columns correspond to the values of the fiducial spectroscopic-plus-red-sequence and the spectroscopic-only samples.
Binning
Bin Range Figure 2 . Distribution of magnitudes and effective radii (as measured by GALFIT) of satellites in the MENeaCS spec+RS sample,. The logarithmic color scale shows the number of galaxies per two-dimensional bin, while black histograms show the one-dimensional distributions. Cyan circles show the coordinates used in the grid image simulations used to determine the additive bias on the shape measurements in Section 4.2. Note that galaxies at the bottom-right corner of the distribution, not covered by the simulations, are faint and small and therefore can be safely assumed to produce no obscuration (see Appendix A). Hoekstra et al. (2015) remains unchanged when discarding these galaxies (which were included in their sample); this is essentially because Equation 13 is independent of galaxy shape. Typically, an additional 10-12 per cent of sources in the data are flagged by Equation 13.
Additive shear bias
In galaxy-galaxy lensing (and equivalently cluster lensing), source shapes are azimuthally averaged around the lenses. This washes out any spatial PSF anisotropy, and the additive bias c in Equation 11 can be neglected. (In other words, additive biases in γ 1 and γ 2 vanish when projected onto γ t .) However, our measurements are focused on the immediate surroundings (tens of arcseconds to few arcminutes) of thousands of luminous lenses, such that galaxy light may bias the shape measurements of fainter background sources. Given that the light profile always decreases radially, the azimuthal averaging can in fact introduce an additive bias in γ t (as opposed to γ 1,2 ) by biasing the background subtraction along the radial direction. We refer to this additive bias in γ t as c t hereafter. We expect the bias to depend on the size and magnitude of cluster galaxies and therefore create image simulations to determine this relation. We selected a set of magnitudes and sizes representative of the full sample of cluster members (shown as cyan circles in Figure 2 ) and simulated lens galaxies with those properties. In order to accurately estimate c t , we simulate large numbers of galaxies with the same magnitude and size, placed in a regular grid in the image simulations, separated by at least 60 to avoid overlap between the lenses. We refer to these simulations as 'grid image simulations'. The PSF in these simulations is circular with a full width at half maximum of 0. 67. We generate a large number of grid image simulations spanning a range of lens size and r-band magnitude and measure the average shear around these simulated lenses, which is by construction zero in the source-only image simulations.
In Appendix A we show that we can model this (negative) bias as a function of lens-source separation, lens magnitude and size, and we correct the shear measured for each lens-source pair for this bias. For illustration, we show in Figure 3 the average Σ c c t obtained from the image simulations after weighting the results in the simulations by the two-dimensional distribution of real galaxies in r-band magnitude and size, when binning MENeaCS galaxies into five stellar mass bins (see Section 6). As expected, the correction is larger for more massive galaxies, which are on average larger. At R ∼ 20 kpc (i.e., the smallest scales probed), the correction is 20-30 per cent and is negligible at R ∼ 50 kpc. We find that on average c t is approximately independent of cluster-centric distance, because there is no strong luminosity segregation of galaxies in clusters as massive as those in MENeaCS (e.g., Roberts et al. 2015) . For reference, a fraction of order 10 −6 lens-source pairs have |c t | > 0.01, which corresponds to the typical shear produced by massive cluster galaxies in our sample. We remove these lens-source pairs from our analysis, since such corrections are most of the time larger than the signal itself, although such a small fraction of lens-source pairs has no effect on our results. We find that lens galaxies with s eff < 1 produce no noticeable obscuration at the scales of interest (for details see Appendix A), and we therefore did not produce simulations for the smallest lenses (Figure 2 ).
Contamination by cluster members
In addition to the additive bias discussed above, lens galaxies affect the source density in their vicinity for two reasons: big lenses act as masks on the background source population, while small ones enter the source sample. We refer to these effects as obscuration and contamination, respectively.
Since on average cluster galaxies are randomly oriented (Sifón et al. 2015b ), contamination by cluster members biases the (positive) lensing signal low; the correction for this effect is usually re- Table 2 ). Note the smaller extent of the horizontal axis compared to other similar figures. . Observed number density of background sources as a function of lens-source separation, θ ls , and distance from the lens to the cluster centre, R sat , for all MENeaCS clusters, after applying all the cuts described in Section 3.
ferred to as the 'boost factor' (e.g., Mandelbaum et al. 2005a ). Obscuration, in turn, has two effects: it reduces the statistical power of small-scale measurements, and it complicates the determination of the contamination correction, since the observed source density is affected by obscuration. Figure 4 shows the number density of sources as a function of lens-source separation and cluster-centric distance. The obscuration of soure galaxies is evident: the source density decreases rapidly at θ ls 10 , while it remains essentially constant over the rest of the θ ls −R sat plane. The effect of contamination is not so readily seen (i.e., the source density is approximately constant for varying R sat ), because of the low redshift of our clusters: cluster galaxies are sufficiently separated on the sky that they do not appreciably boost the source density if obscuration is not accounted for.
Correcting the observed source density profile for obscuration
To measure the obscuration by cluster members, we generate a new set of image simulations, in which the spatial distribution of lens galaxies in the observations is reproduced and each lens galaxy is simulated with its measured properties. In this way a realistic simulation of each observed MENeaCS cluster is created. We refer to these image simulations as 'cluster image simulations'. The cluster image simulations were designed to mimic the data as closely as possible to accurately capture the obscuration produced by MENeaCS cluster members. We used the image simulation pipeline of Hoekstra et al. (2015) to create images of the source population with the same seeing and noise level measured from the data for each cluster. We then created images with the same properties, including a foreground cluster. Where available, we used the galfit measurements of Sifón et al. (2015b) to create surface brightness profiles for cluster members. For cluster members without reliable galfit measurements (which constitute approximately 10 per cent of the simulated cluster galaxies, and are mostly on the faint end of the population) we draw random values following the distribution of morphological parameters for galaxies with similar magnitude and redshift. Although individual galaxies may not be accurately represented in the simulations, the average obscuration should be well captured. We include all spectroscopic and red-sequence member galaxies down to an apparent magnitude m phot = 23 and to R sat = 3 Mpc. As shown by Sifón et al. (2015b) , the red sequence is severely contaminated at such large distances. As we show below, this 'interloper' population can be easily accounted for, since the density of interlopers is not a function of cluster-centric distance.
We use the cluster image simulations to calculate the average obscuration produced by cluster galaxies by measuring the source density as a function of cluster-centric radius. Because in these simulations we reproduce the spatial distribution of cluster galaxies, we can account for the radial dependence of the obscuration, given the number density profile of cluster galaxies. We show in Figure 5 the average obscuration profile, defined as
where ξ s is the source weight density, and the subscripts "cluster" and "background" refer to the image simulations with and without the cluster galaxies, respectively. In fact, the obscuration at large cluster-centric distance is not exactly zero, but reaches a constant valueF (R BCG > 1.5Mpc) 0.06 (where the hat symbol simply denotes a biased measurement of the true F (R)). This is because, to ensure completeness, the image simulations include all red sequence galaxies, which inevitably includes a contaminating population of galaxies that are in fact not part of the cluster, especially at large R BCG (Sifón et al. 2015b ). We account for this excess obscuration by contaminating galaxies by simply subtracting the large-scale value ofF (R BCG ), which results in the curve shown in Figure 5 .
Boost correction
Because the source sample is both obscured and contaminated by cluster galaxies, we need an external measurement of the reference source density. Furthermore, because the bulk of our sample is at z < 0.1, the Megacam field of view is not enough to estimate cluster-free source densities-our images only reach R sat ∼ 3 Mpc at z = 0.1. Therefore, we retrieved data for 41 blank fields from the Megacam archive (Gwyn 2008) , which provides an area of approximately 33 sq. deg. after manual masking. These blank fields contain no galaxy clusters and have noise and seeing properties at least as good as the MENeaCS data. We construct the source sample and shape catalogue exactly as described above, after degrading the blank field observations to the typical noise level of MENeaCS data (see Herbonnet et al. in prep.). As described in Herbonnet et al. (in prep.) , we fit the the blank field source weight densities, ξ s,blank , as a linear combination of the image quality (quantified by the average half-light radius of stars, r h ), the background noise level, ζ, and the Galactic extinction in the r-band, A r ,
where ζ, r h and A r are in units of counts per pixel, pixels, and magnitudes respectively, and p i = (−68.4, −40.6, −122.8, 364.2) are the best-fit parameters. The blank field measurements are well described by a normal distribution around Equation 15, with a constant scatter of 12 weight-units per sq. arcmin, as shown in Figure 6 . We adopt the noise-, extinction-, and seeing-dependent source density measured in the blank fields as the background level for each of the MENeaCS clusters. We have checked that at the high redshift end of our sample, the source densities at the outskirts of clusters (R BCG 3 Mpc) are consistent with the expectations from the blank fields. The limiting factor to the precision of the blank field source density prediction is the number of blank fields. For the available 41 fields, the relative uncertainty in the blank field prediction is 1.0 per cent, which is precise enough for our analysis.
Having computed the obscuration from the image simulations and the contamination by comparing with blank fields, we now calculate the boost correction appropriate to our dataset. Given a source's R BCG , we calculate its corrected (or 'true') shear through Equation 11, where the boost correction is where all quantities are averaged over all clusters, weighted by the number of lens-source pairs in each cluster to match the weighting applied to the average ESD. Equation 16 assumes that faint cluster galaxies (which enter the source sample) do not cluster strongly with the bright cluster members constituting our lens sample; this small-scale cluster would introduce a dependence of B on θ ls . For reference, Fang et al. (2016) showed that there is an excess of galaxies in the vicinity of cluster members, but at the level of a few galaxies per cluster, which would have no impact on our results. In fact, we find no evidence of small-scale clustering in our sample of red sequence galaxies.
More details on obscuration by cluster members
In the previous section we calculated the average obscuration produced by cluster members as a function of cluster-centric distance, R BCG , in order to properly estimate the boost correction. In this section, we look closer at the obscuration by cluster galaxies individually rather than collectively as part of the cluster. We calculate obscuration profiles around galaxies, F obsc (θ ls ), in bins of cluster centric distance, R BCG ; we show these profiles in Figure 7 . Because of the high lens density at small R BCG , the obscuration drops only down to roughly 0.45 up to θ ls ∼ 50 , decreasing slowly at larger separations. However, the effect of neighbouring lenses is negligible at R BCG 200 kpc. Note that these obscuration profiles do not affect the calculation of the boost factor, because as mentioned in the preceding section the density of cluster galaxies does not depend on θ ls . (Integration of this set of curves over θ ls gives rise to Equation 16). Instead, the steep rise in the obscuration below θ ls ≈ 20 arcsec fundamentally limits the scales accessible in this study. Pushing to smaller scales would require subtraction of the light profiles of lens galaxies, an avenue we will explore in future work.
Source redshift distribution
The measurement of the ESD is averaged over each lens source pair in the source population so that redshifts for individual sources are required. However, we lack the deep colour information to estimate reliable photometric redshifts for individual source galaxies. Instead, we can use an average lensing efficiency β = max[0, D ls /D s ] for the entire source population, which can be inferred from a representative field with a reliable redshift distribution, as a proxy for the cluster background (see, e.g., Hoekstra et al. 2015) .
We take as a reference the COSMOS2015 catalogue (Laigle et al. 2016) , which contains photometric redshift estimates for galaxies in the 2 square degrees COSMOS field. This catalogue is deep enough to cover our magnitude range and contains near infrared measurements that help break degeneracies in photometric redshift estimation. The COSMOS field was also targeted by a deep observation with the CFHT, from which there exists a lensing catalogue. The matched lensing-photometric redshift catalogue allows us to apply the same quality cuts on the redshift distribution as have been applied to the lensing data, which could otherwise bias the results (Gruen & Brimioulle 2017) . The overlapping area is only 1 square degree, which raises concerns that it might be unrepresentative for our cluster fields. However, we have checked our results by calculating the redshift distribution of sources in the 4 sq. deg. CFHTLS deep survey. We confirm that the uncertainties on our mean lensing efficiency, β , including cosmic variance, are less than 2 per cent. Such precision is sufficient for our analysis. For more details see Herbonnet et al. (in prep.) .
The assumption of using only the average value β and ignoring the width of the distribution introduces a bias into our measurement of ∆Σ (Hoekstra et al. 2000) . However, for our low redshift clusters the effect is expected to be very small. With our photometric redshift catalogue and equation 7 from Hoekstra et al. (2000) we estimate that this bias is at most 1+0.06κ (where κ is the lensing convergence, and κ 1 in the weak lensing regime). This is a negligible bias compared to other sources of uncertainty and we therefore ignore it in the rest of our analysis. Figure 8 shows the resulting lensing signal from satellites in MENeaCS clusters, corrected for both c t (θ ls ) and B(R). We make the distinction in the arguments of both corrections because the former is applied to each lens-source pair, while the latter is applied as an average correction after stacking all lenses in each bin. We compare the ESDs of the five bins in satellite stellar mass for the spec and spec+RS samples. There are two differences in the signal measured for both samples. Firstly, the signal from the spec+RS sample is slightly lower than the signal from the spec sample at the smallest scales. This is expected, as in general the more massive galaxies have been targeted in the spectroscopic observations; this is reflected also in the average stellar masses listed in Table 2 . Secondly, the spec+RS signal is larger at intermediate scales, which is a reflection of the fact that spectroscopic observations tend to be incomplete at the dense centres of clusters, so the average clustercentric distance of the spec+RS sample is lower. We base our analysis on the spec+RS sample, which is a more complete lens sample.
Resulting lensing signal
At intermediate scales, 0.3 R/Mpc 2, the two samples produce different signals. In particular, the signal from the spec+RS sample is higher. This is a consequence of the fact that we only include red sequence galaxies out to 1 Mpc, so the spec+RS sample is on average closer to the cluster centre than the spec sample. Therefore, the peak of the host cluster signal happens at smaller R. Beyond the peak the two signals are consistent, because all galaxies come from the same clusters. See Figure 3 of Sifón et al. (2015a) for a graphical representation. We account for the measured radial distribution of satellites in our modelling below.
SATELLITE GALAXY-GALAXY LENSING MODEL
We interpret the galaxy-galaxy lensing signal produced by subhaloes using the formalism introduced by Yang et al. (2006 , see also Li et al. 2013a , and applied to observations by Li et al. (2014 Li et al. ( , 2016 ; Sifón et al. (2015a Sifón et al. ( , 2018 and Niemiec et al. (2017) . This formalism assumes that measurements are averages over a large number of satellites and clusters, such that the stacked cluster is (to a sufficient approximation) point-symmetric around its centre and well-described by a given parametrization of the density profile. A similar method was introduced by Pastor Mira et al. (2011) , which however does not rely on such parametrization by virtue of subtracting the signal at the opposite point in the host cluster. A different approach is to perform a maximum likelihood reconstruction of the lensing potential of cluster galaxies accounting for the cluster potential, which should either be well known a priori (e.g., Natarajan & Kneib 1997; Geiger & Schneider 1998) or modelled simultaneously with the cluster galaxies (Limousin et al. 2005 ). This method has been applied in several observational studies (e.g., Natarajan et al. 1998 Natarajan et al. , 2009 Limousin et al. 2007 ). We discuss results from the literature using either method after presenting our analysis, in Section 7. In the following we describe our modelling of the satellite galaxy-galaxy lensing signal.
The ESD measured around a satellite galaxy is a combination of the contributions from the subhalo (including the galaxy itself) at small scales, and that from the host halo at larger scales, (17) where ∆Σ represents the contribution from baryons in the satellite galaxy, which we model as a point source contribution throughout, 
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Figure 8. Excess surface mass density (ESD) of satellite galaxies binned by stellar mass. Blue circles and orange triangles show the ESD of the spectroscopic and spectroscopic-plus-red sequence samples, respectively. Errorbars are the square roots of the diagonal terms of the covariance matrices. The dashed horizontal line shows ∆Σ = 0 for reference. In our analysis we only use data points up to 1 Mpc, shown over a white background.
such that
Here, we take m to be the median stellar mass of all satellites in the corresponding sample (e.g., a given bin in satellite luminosity). In Equation 17, R refers to the lens-source separation in physical units; m bg is the average subhalo mass (see below) and c sub its concentration; and M h and c h are the average mass and concentration of the host clusters. In the remainder of this section we describe the other two components in Equation 17. Detailed, graphical descriptions of these components can be found in Yang et al. 
Host cluster contribution
In numerical simulations, the density profiles of dark matter haloes are well described by a Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW, Navarro et al. 1995) profile,
where ρ m (z) = 3H 2 0 (1 + z) 3 Ω m /(8πG) is the mean density of the Universe at redshift z and
The two free parameters, r s and c ≡ r 200 /r s , are the scale radius and concentration of the profile, respectively. Stacked weak lensing measurements have shown that this theoretical profile is a good description, on average, of real galaxy clusters as well (Oguri et al. 2012; Umetsu et al. 2016) . We therefore adopt this parametrization for the density profile of the host clusters. The concentration parameter is typically anti-correlated with mass. This relation, referred to as c(M) hereafter, has been the subject of several studies (e.g., Bullock et al. 2001; Duffy et al. 2008; Macciò et al. 2008; Prada et al. 2012; Dutton & Macciò 2014) . Most of these studies parametrize the c(M) relation as a power law with mass (and some with redshift as well), with the mass dependence being typically very weak. Since our sample covers relatively narrow ranges in both quantities (i.e., cluster mass and redshift), the exact function adopted is of relatively little importance. We therefore parametrize the mass-concentration relation as a power law with mass, 
where M 200,h is the host halo mass within r 200,h , and a c and b c are free parameters. We follow Sifón et al. (2015a) and account for the observed separations between the satellites and the cluster centre (which we assume to coincide with the BCG) in each observable bin to model the total host halo contribution to Equation 17.
Subhalo contribution
Although in numerical simulations satellite galaxies are heavily stripped by their host cluster, the effect on their density profile is not well established. For instance, Hayashi et al. (2003) found that, although tidal stripping removes mass in an outside-in fashion, tidal heating causes the subhalo to expand, and the resulting density profile is similar in shape to that of a central galaxy (which has not been subject to tidal stripping). Similarly, Pastor Mira et al. (2011) found that the NFW profile is a better fit than truncated profiles for subhaloes in the Millenium Simulation , and that the reduction in mass produced by tidal stripping is simply reflected as a change in the NFW concentration of subhaloes, which have roughly a factor 2-3 higher concentration than host haloes, consistent with the mass-concentration relation for subhaloes derived by Moliné et al. (2017) from N-body simulations. Moliné et al. (2017) further showed that the subhalo concentration depends on cluster-centric distance, with subhaloes closer in having a larger concentration as a result of the stronger stripping. We therefore assume that the density profile of subhaloes can also be described by an NFW profile. We adopt the subhalo massconcentration relation derived by Moliné et al. (2017) , which depends on both the subhalo mass and its halo-centric distance,
where x ≡ r sat /r h,200 (defined in three-dimensional space), c 0 = 19.9, a i = {−0.195, 0.089, 0.089} and b = −0.54. Note that the quantity m 200 is used for mathematical convenience only, but is not well defined physically. Instead, we report subhalo masses within the radius at which the subhalo density matches the background density of the cluster at the distance of the subhalo in question (which we denote r bg ), and refer to this mass as m bg . This radius r bg scales roughly with cluster-centric distance as r bg ∝ (R sat /r 200,h ) 2/3 (see also Natarajan et al. 2007 , for a comparison between m bg and m 200 ). The reported subhalo masses are therefore similar to those that would be measured by a subhalo finder based on local overdensities such as subfind (Springel et al. 2001) , which allows us to compare our results with numerical simulations consistently. 
R(Mpc)
10.90 logm /M 11.20 Figure 9 . Excess surface mass density of the spec+RS sample, binned by stellar mass as shown in the legends (same as the orange triangles in Figure 8 ). The black line shows the best-fitting model from the MCMC and the orange and yellow regions outline the 68 and 95 per cent credible intervals.
Because the density profile is a steep function of clustercentric distance, we take the most probable three-dimensional cluster-centric distance, r sat , to be equal to the weighted average of the histogram of two-dimensional distances, R sat :
where the index i runs over bins of width ∆R sat = 0.1 Mpc (see Figure 1 ). We use this r sat in Equation 22.
Fitting procedure
We fit the model presented above to the data using the affineinvariant Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) ensemble sampler emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) . This sampler uses a number of walkers (set here to 500) which move through parameter space depending on the position of all other walkers at a particular step, using a Metropolis Hastings acceptance criterion (see Goodman & Weare 2010 , for a detailed description). The loss function to be maximized is defined as
where k = 5 is the number of bins into which the sample is split (in stellar mass or cluster-centric distance bins); O and E are the observational data vector and the corresponding model predictions, respectively; C is the covariance matrix; det(·) is the determinant operator; and the index pair (i, j) runs over data points in each bin (m, n). As implied by Equation 24, we account for the full covariance matrix, including elements both within and between observable bins. We quote the prior ranges and marginalized posterior central values and 68 per cent uncertainties for all free parameters in our model in Table 3 , both when binning by stellar mass and by clustercentric distance (each discussed in Sections 6 and 7, respectively). Although we quote parameters of host clusters, we treat them as nuisance parameters throughout. Note that priors are defined in linear space, and are only quoted as logarithmic quantities in Table 3 for convenience. As a result, when poorly constrained by the data, posterior host cluster masses are unrealistically high. For guidance, the values in Table 3 can be compared to dynamical masses and weak lensing masses reported for the same clusters by Sifón et al. (2015b) and Herbonnet et al. (in prep.) , which suggest an average cluster mass M 200,h ∼ 6 × 10 14 M .
THE SUBHALO-TO-STELLAR MASS RELATION
We first bin the sample by stellar mass, as shown in the top-left panel of Figure 1 . The ESD of the five bins, along with the best-fit model, are shown in Figure 9 . For reference, the total χ 2 is 53.2, with 27 'nominal' degrees of freedom, although we caution that neither of these values can be interpreted in the usual way given i) the non-linear nature of our model, and ii) the existence of priors that limit the model but to which the data are not subject (e.g., Andrae et al. 2010 ).
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The best-fit masses resulting from this model are shown in both panels of Figure 10 . We fit a power law relation 7 between subhalo and stellar masses using the BCES X 2 |X 1 estimator, an extension of least squares linear regression which accounts for measurement uncertainties on both variables (although here we neglect uncertainties on the average stellar masses) and intrinsic scatter (Akritas & Bershady 1996) , and find an approximately linear relation, 
We remind the reader that this relation applies to the subhalo mass, m bg , within the radius r bg where the subhalo density equals the host halo background density. If we replace m bg with m 200 , the normalization increases by a factor 3.0, while the best-fit slope is 0.97 ± 0.10, indistinguishable from that reported in Equation 25. We also tested that varying the concentration of subhaloes by 20 per cent does not change the slope of the SHSMR.
The SHSMR in the context of the total-to-stellar mass relation of central galaxies
We also show in the left panel of Figure 10 various determinations of the relation between total and stellar mass of central galaxies from the literature (Velander et al. 2014; Zu & Mandelbaum 2015; Mandelbaum et al. 2016; van Uitert et al. 2016) , where halo mass (2016) and specifically of red central galaxies by Velander et al. (2014) and Mandelbaum et al. (2016) , plus the relation from combined lensing and clustering measurements by Zu & Mandelbaum (2015) . The grey horizontal errorbar shows our estimate of the systematic uncertainty in stellar masses present in this comparison. The right panel shows measurements of subhalo masses as a function of stellar mass by Li et al. (2016) (green triangles), in addition to the subhalo-to-stellar mass relations for satellite galaxies in the EAGLE simulation (Velliscig et al. 2017) , and from abundance matching applied to galaxy clustering measurements by Rodríguez-Puebla et al. (2013) as a cyan band (with the width corresponding to the error on the mean) and a brown line, respectively.
refers to M 200 . 8 These have all been determined with weak lensing measurements (in combination with measurements of galaxy clustering and the stellar mass function in the cases of Zu & Mandelbaum 2015; van Uitert et al. 2016, respectively) , and are broadly consistent with each other. Both Velander et al. (2014) and Mandelbaum et al. (2016) divided their samples into red and blue centrals, and we only show their results for red galaxies since MENeaCS satellites are in their great majority red as well. Indeed, small differences between some of these determinations are probably driven by the different galaxy samples used in each study, and are not relevant for the present discussion. In particular, Mandelbaum et al. (2016) found good agreement with the model of Zu & Mandelbaum (2015) once the galaxy samples are matched between the two studies.
Similarly, we assessed consistency of stellar masses by comparing our stellar mass estimates with those from both the MPA-JHU and NYU value-added catalogs of SDSS galaxies (Kauffmann et al. 2003; Blanton et al. 2005 , respectively)- Zu & Mandelbaum 2015; Mandelbaum et al. 2016 adopted the latter-for the overlapping samples (1500 and 1818 galaxies in the range 10 ≤ log m /M ≤ 11, respectively). We find that our stellar masses are 0.10 and 0.12 dex lower, respectively, and roughly 0.1 dex lower than the Taylor et al. (2011) stellar masses used by van Uitert et al. (2016) , which we estimated by comparing the Taylor et al. (2011) stellar masses to SDSS stellar masses. Unfortunately, we have no direct way of comparing our stellar masses to those of Velander 8 We scale all these relations to both the value of H 0 and the definition of halo mass-that is, M 200 defined with respect to the average Universal density-adopted in this paper. et al. (2014) , and a detailed comparison is beyond the scope of this work. We therefore consider 0.12 dex as the nominal systematic uncertainty in stellar masses for the purpose of this comparison, which is roughly the expected value when the initial mass function is kept fixed (all the cited studies adopted the IMF from Chabrier 2003) , and is consistent with numbers found by other authors (e.g., Coupon et al. 2015; van Uitert et al. 2016 ).
The comparison between the central total-to-stellar mass relation and the satellite SHSMR is however not straightforward. In principle, we may consider in the case of central galaxies that M bg = M 200 , so at least the mass definitions can be regarded consistent. However, identifying the progenitors of present-day satellites is not an easy task, as there is evidence that most satellites in massive clusters today were part of smaller groups long before entering their current hosts. In the context of the decreased star formation of satellite galaxies, this is usually referred to as 'pre-processing' (e.g., McGee et al. 2009; Gabor & Davé 2015; Haines et al. 2015) . The impact of this pre-processing on the total mass content of present-day satellites is unknown. Nevertheless, we can make a phenomenological comparison. We find that at log m bg 10.3 the shape of the SHSMR coincides with that of the analogous relation for central galaxies, consistent with the prediction that galaxies lose dark matter more easily than stellar matter (e.g., Chang et al. 2013 ). We also cautiously note an increased difference in the SHSMR with the relation for centrals at high masses, m 10 11 M , which may suggest that massive satellites lose dark matter more easily than lower-mass satellites, compared to their stellar mass loss. This may for instance be related to the fact that dynamical friction pulls more massive satellites toward the centre more efficiently (compared to lower mass galaxies), where tidal forces are stronger. If stellar mass is more resistant to tidal stripping then we would expect satellite galaxies with larger stellar masses to have a lower total-to-stellar mass ratio, as observed. Velander et al. (2014) and Mandelbaum et al. (2016) constrained the total-to-stellar mass relation of central galaxies making use of a mixture of central and satellite galaxies, assuming that subhaloes have lost approximately half of their mass since being accreted onto the clusters. They achieve this by truncating the NFW density profiles of subhaloes at r t = 0.4r 200 (Mandelbaum et al. 2005b ), but they do not fit for any parameter relating to the subhalo contribution to their signal except for the fraction of satellite galaxies (which are hosted by subhaloes). We show in Figure 11 the ratio between our subhalo masses (more precisely, of the power-law fit to them) and the central halo masses shown in the left panel of Figure 10 . For red galaxies (Velander et al. 2014; Mandelbaum et al. 2016 ) the ratio reaches a maximum of up to 0.7 at m = (2 − 5) × 10 10 M , but quickly drops for both lower and higher stellar masses, reaching ∼ 20 per cent at the low-and highstellar mass ends probed here, although we note that uncertainties are significant at the low mass end (cf. Figure 10) . It is apparent that the scatter between lines is larger than individual uncertainties. We attribute this additional scatter partially to potential systematics from different modelling assumptions (both in halo mass and in stellar mass), but also partially to the fact that each study used a different galaxy sample.
The result of Figure 11 has an impact on the total-to-stellar mass relation of central galaxies when centrals and satellites are not separated a priori, as done by van Uitert et al. (2016) . As discussed by Velander et al. (2014) , the effect of this increased fraction of stripped material on the inferred halo masses is to reduce halo masses, by an amount that depends on both the level of stripping and the satellite fraction in the sample. Since the satellite fraction can be high at low stellar masses (e.g., > 40 per cent at m < 10 10 M in Velander et al. 2014 ), a stripping of 80 per cent of the mass of subhaloes could have an appreciable effect. Exactly how much of an effect that is will also depend on the effect the strip- Table 3 . Prior ranges and marginalized posterior estimates of best-fitting parameters of the satellite lensing model. Masses are in units of M . Uncertainties correspond to 68 per cent credible intervals. All parameters have flat priors in the quoted ranges. Note that priors are defined in linear, rather than logarithmic, space. The binning schemes are summarized in Table 2 ping has on the density profile, however, and is not easy to quantify in advance. At the very least, our results should inform systematic uncertainty budgets for estimations of the total-to-stellar mass relation of central galaxies when the sample of lenses includes satellite galaxies as well.
Irrespective of what a comparison between present-day satellites and present-day centrals means, the solid lines shown in Figure 11 represent a direct, quantitative prediction for hydrodynamical simulations. As shown in Figure 11 , the same ratio measured in the EAGLE simulation yields significantly different results, with a ratio m bg /M 200,central ∼ 0.1 for all stellar masses m < 2 × 10 11 M . We discuss possible origins for this discrepancy in the next section.
Comparison to other subhalo measurements and predictions
In the right panel of Figure 10 , we compare our measurements to a previous measurement of subhalo mass as a function of stellar mass by Li et al. (2016) . We also compare to determinations of the subhalo-to-stellar mass relation in low-mass galaxy clusters (M h 10 14 M ) from measurements in the EAGLE simulation (Crain et al. 2015; Schaye et al. 2015) devised to match the satellite sample of Sifón et al. (2015a) by Velliscig et al. (2017) , and from a combination of galaxy clustering measurements and abundance matching predictions by Rodríguez-Puebla et al. (2013) 9 . The measurements by Li et al. (2016) are consistent with our results within their comparatively large errorbars. It is worth noting that the high-stellar mass measurement by Li et al. (2016) supports our tentative detection of a difference between the SHSMR and the relation for central galaxies at the high mass end of subhaloes, m 10 11 M . Their measurement is in fact consistent with a simple extrapolation of Equation 25. However, this comparison should be taken with care, as both the adopted density profiles and the mass definitions are different between us and Li et al. (2016) .
Combining our measurements with those of Li et al. (2016) , we find that satellite galaxies in EAGLE have a somewhat steeper SHSMR than the observations require. This may be due to the efficiency of tidal stripping implemented in the simulations, but it is likely that this is also influenced by technical differences such as assumptions about the density profiles and mass definitions, and potentially even the different halo mass regimes. The EAGLE simulation was calibrated to measurements of the stellar mass function at z = 0.1 assuming the same Chabrier (2003) IMF, and subhaloes and galaxies are identified, and their masses calculated, using subfind, so in terms of definitions the comparison with our work seems consistent. However, Knebe et al. (2011) have shown that the accuracy of subhalo masses estimated by subfind depends significantly on halo-centric distance. Given that more massive satellites are generally located further out than less massive satellites (conversely, the average stellar mass at R sat ∼ 0.2 Mpc is rougly 60 per cent that at R sat ∼ 1.5 Mpc cf. Table 2 ), this bias in subfind might exacerbate real differences at low masses somewhat. This should not, however, strongly affect the high mass end. We also note that Velliscig et al. (2017) have shown that, on average, the excess surface density around subhaloes in EAGLE is consistent with lensing measurements of observed satellite galaxies, but the number of subhaloes per host halo in EAGLE can appear inconsistent with the observations if the selection function is not carefully accounted for. It is plausible that a combination of biases in subfind and inconsistent satellite fractions might explain the observed difference. Similarly, the abundance matching-based measurement of Rodríguez-Puebla et al. (2013) is significantly lower than our measurements at stellar masses m 5 × 10 9 M . At face value, this suggests that subhalo abundance matching does not capture the relation between total and stellar mass properly. The existence of 'assembly bias'-the hypothesis that the correspondence between halo mass and stellar mass depends on halo formation history (Gao et al. 2005 )-would indeed mean that this is the case, but the extent of this problem is not well determined. Much work is devoted these days to the characterization and modelling of assembly bias (e.g., Hearin et al. 2016) , and future work may be able to determine the role of assembly bias, or other effects, in this comparison.
SUBHALO MASS SEGREGATION
In this section we explore the dependence of subhalo mass on the distance to the cluster centre. van den have shown using N-body simulations that, although subhalo mass segregation is seen more strongly in three dimensions, the projected halo-centric distance still preserves some of the correlation of subhalo physical parameters with the binding energy, which is closely related to the time a subhalo has spent bound to the host halo. However, after multiple orbits the correlation is significantly reduced because at any particular (projected) distance from the halo centre there are subhaloes with a wide range of infall times. We might therefore expect satellites at similar R sat to have been part of similar halo-subhalo interactions on average, but with a large scatter in their individual histories. Figure 12 shows the measured ESD and best-fit model when we split the satellite sample into four R sat bins. The best-fit model has χ 2 = 28.8 with 17 'nominal' degrees of freedom (the caveats discussed in Section 6 also apply here). Because of the finite field of view of our observations, we cannot average galaxy shapes in full annuli with large lens-source separations around most lenses, so additive biases do not cancel out. For this reason, in this section we only use measurements out to lens-source separations R = 0.6 Mpc. At larger separations the signal is dominated by the host clusters, with little to no contribution from the subhaloes, and we have verified that subhalo masses are not affected by this cut.
Mass segregation of MENeaCS satellites
We show the posterior subhalo masses, normalized by the median stellar mass in each bin, in Figure 13 . In order to compare with literature measurements and predictions, most of which refer to lower halo masses, we normalize cluster-centric distances by cluster size r 200,h . Following the discussion in Section 5.3, we adopt a mean cluster mass M 200,h = 6 × 10 14 M suggested by galaxy velocity dispersions and weak lensing measurements by Sifón et al. (2015b) and Herbonnet et al. (in prep.) , respectively, instead of the posterior masses reported in Table 3 .
There is mild evidence for the innermost satellites to have a lower total-to-stellar mass ratio. The weighted average of the three outermost data points 10 is m bg /m = 30.7
+9.2 −7.2 for satellites at R sat > 0.2r 200,h , while the ratio for the innermost satellites is m sub /m = 3.3 +4.2 −2.2 , different at the 3σ level. At face value, this may be taken as evidence for tidal stripping manifest in satellites within roughly the scale radius of the hosts. However, we caution that the separation between the innermost bin and the other three have been made after the fact; even though 0.2r 200,h corresponds roughly to the scale radius of massive clusters (i.e., they have a concentration of about 5), we did not have a reason to expect a discontinuity in the total-to-stellar mass ratio at this particular radius or any other (as opposed, for instance, to the steady rise suggested by Li et al. 2016) . Furthermore, we note that the mass ratio for the outermost data point is consistent with that of the innermost data point, suggesting that these variations may be due to statistical noise (or, e.g., different model biases applying to different data points, for instance due to the effect of tidal stripping). If we fit the four data points with a log-linear relation as a function of clustercentric distance, we find m bg /m ∝ (R sat /r 200,h ) 0.84±0.49 , consistent with no dependence on cluster-centric distance within 2σ, although this may not be a good description if there is indeed a single discontinuity between the first and second data points. We will explore the reality and nature of this feature in more detail in future work.
Comparison to theoretical predictions
van den have shown that the parameter that correlates most strongly with both binding energy and halo-centric distance is the ratio m/m acc , where m acc is the mass of the subhalo at the time of its accretion onto the main halo. This is because of the average relation between time a subhalo has spent in the host halo (or the accretion redshift, for a given redshift of observation) and the subhalo's distance to the halo centre, combined with the strong dependence of the mass ratio to the time since accretion as a result of tidal stripping. We also show in Figure 13 a prediction obtained by combining numerical simulations and a semi-analytic model, as follows. We use the average m/m acc (that is, the ratio between present mass and mass at the time of accretion) as a function of projected distance measured by van den Bosch et al. (2016) for subhaloes in a set of N-body simulations. We combine these Figure 10 , subhalo masses refer to the mass within r bg . Also shown are previous measurements from Sifón et al. (2015a) and Li et al. (2016) . The orange band shows a prediction for the total-to-stellar mass ratio as a function of R sat from numerical simulations from van den , which give m/m acc (R sat ) (where m acc is the subhalo mass at the time at accretion), combined with the semi-analytic m acc (m ) predictions from Wang et al. (2013) for the median stellar masses in the five R sat bins (cf. Table 2 ). For illustration purposes, the orange band has a width of 20 per cent. The cyan box outline shows the same predictions, also with a 20 per cent width, for the mean stellar masses of Li et al. (2016). predictions with m acc (m ) estimated by Wang et al. (2013) 11 by fitting predictions from semi-analytical models to the stellar mass function and the clustering of SDSS galaxies, adopting the median stellar masses for each cluster-centric bin, as quoted in Table 2 .
These predictions are in good agreement with our measurements, and show that we do not expect to see a dependence of the subhaloto-stellar mass ratio with cluster-centric distance with the current uncertainty levels.
Note that the normalization of the predicted subhalo-to-stellar mass ratio is fixed by the m (m acc ) relation, and has not been adjusted to match our results, except for the use of the stellar masses of Table 2 as input to the m acc (m ) relation. The fact that the predicted normalization of m/m is consistent with our data lends credence to our definition of subhalo mass as m bg or, at the very least, supports the idea that the comparison with theoretical predictions is internally consistent. In fact, van den Bosch et al. (2016) based their analysis on the rockstar phase-space halo finder (Behroozi et al. 2013 ) which has been shown to accurately recover subhalo masses at all halo-centric distances; most other subhalo finders (including subfind) tend to underestimate subhalo masses closer to the halo centre (Knebe et al. 2011 ).
Previous measurements of subhalo mass segregation
Several previous observational studies have focused on the mass segregation of subhaloes. However, differences in the adopted density profiles, mass definitions, and the fact that some works did not report the masses of the host clusters (nor normalized clustercentric distance by host cluster size), preclude a detailed comparison with our results. To contextualize our results, we nevertheless compare these studies to the present one in a qualitative sense. Okabe et al. (2014) measured the lensing signal of galaxyand subgroup-scale subhaloes in the Coma cluster. They found that, while subgroup-scale subhaloes (which they analyzed individually) are better fit by truncated profiles, a stack of individual luminous galaxies is well-fit by a simple NFW model like the one adopted in this work, with no discernible truncation radius. This suggests that, maybe, the stacking of subhaloes with varying truncation radii, produces an average signal in which a truncation radius is no longer discernible. However, this contrasts with the results of Natarajan et al. (1998 Natarajan et al. ( , 2002 Natarajan et al. ( , 2007 Natarajan et al. ( , 2009 ) and Limousin et al. (2007) , who found evidence for galaxy truncation by interpreting the weak lensing signal of cluster galaxies using a maximum likelihood approach. Moreover, these studies found significant evidence for smaller truncation radii (or, equivalently, more compact cores) in galaxies closer to the cluster centres. It is unclear whether the methodology itself allowed the latter set of authors to detect a truncation radius while our methodology is more limiting in this re-spect, or if the parametrization of the subhalo mass density profile has any influence on this discrepancy, as argued by Pastor Mira et al. (2011) . Since the papers above do not show the signal from which their results are derived, it is difficult to assess the origin of the different conclusions we reach compared to theirs. Our detailed assessment of shape measurements in Section 4 makes it unlikely that truncation radii of order 10-20 kpc can be detected directly with weak lensing measurements using ground-based observations (as suggested by Limousin et al. 2007 ), unless perhaps if lens galaxies were subtracted from the images before the analysis, something we will explore in future work. On the other hand, by incorporating the spatial distribution of galaxies into the analysis, one may potentially be able to extract more information than our methodology allows. As it stands, this difference remains unresolved.
More recently, several authors have measured the stacked weak lensing signal as a function of cluster-centric distance, producing results that are more directly comparable to ours. As mentioned in the preceding section, Sifón et al. (2015a) also found no significant segregation of subhalo mass in GAMA groups using weak lensing measurements from KiDS. The results of Niemiec et al. (2017) also suggest no evidence for mass segregation.
12 In contrast, Li et al. (2016) found a factor 10 increase in subhalo-tostellar mass ratio going from R sat ∼ 0.3r 200,h to R sat ∼ r 200,h .
13 As shown in Figure 13 , Li et al. (2016) probe cluster-centric distances larger than we do, and it is possible that the effect would be more apparent at larger distance, although as we show in Figure 13 , this does not seem to be the theoretical expectation. We caution, however, that Li et al. (2016) used the photometric redMaPPer cluster catalogue (Rykoff et al. 2014) to construct their lens sample. Sifón et al. (2015b) showed that even in the case of unbiased photometric redshifts, samples of galaxies selected to be at the cluster redshift are significantly contaminated at large distances. It is therefore possible that the trend observed by Li et al. (2016) may be due at least in part to contamination by unrelated galaxies although the fact that Li et al. (2016) use only high-probability cluster members (based on the redMaPPer definition) may somewhat mitigate this (see Zu et al. 2017 ).
CONCLUSIONS
We present the average masses of satellite galaxies in massive galaxy clusters at 0.05 < z < 0.15 using weak galaxy-galaxy lensing measurements. We use a combination of deep, wide-field observations of galaxy clusters and extensive archival spectroscopic data (Sifón et al. 2015b) . Using extensive image simulations of bright lenses in the foreground of a population of field galaxies resembling the source population in our data, we model and account for biases arising from (i) shape measurements, due to confusion of light from the lens with the faint sources, and (ii) contamination of the source sample by faint cluster members (Section 4).
We model the lensing signal from subhaloes using an NFW profile and the subhalo mass-concentration relation measured from N-body simulations by Moliné et al. (2017) , which depends on cluster-centric distance. We split the sample in bins of stellar mass and measure the subhalo-to-stellar mass relation (SHSMR) of galaxies in massive clusters. Fitting the resulting masses with a power-law relation, we find log m bg = (11.54 ± 0.05) + (0.95 ± 0.10) log m (Figure 10 ). The slope of this relation is robust to both the adopted subhalo mass-concentration relation and the subhalo mass definition. We find that at a characteristic stellar mass of ∼ 3 × 10 10 M , the ratio between subhalo mass and host halo mass is maximal, reaching a value of approximately 0.5, and dropping to 0.2 at the high-mass end (Figure 11 ). This behaviour is likely caused by a combination of tidal stripping and dynamical friction.
We also study the masses of subhaloes at different clustercentric distances with the aim of studying the evolution of subhaloes within clusters. We cautiously point out the possibility of a discontinuity in the dependence of the total-to-stellar mass ratio at about the cluster scale radius, within which satellites seem to show a highly suppressed ratio. However, both more data and more accurate predictions are required to validate this result. Although direct comparison with the observational literature is complicated by the use of different definitions and conventions, our results are generally consistent within the overlapping stellar mass and clustercentric distance, but the resulting picture is still unclear.
The halo model commonly employed in galaxy-galaxy lensing studies requires some assumptions about the density profiles of the subhaloes hosting satellite galaxies. At low stellar masses (M 10 10 M ), most red galaxies seem to be satellites (Mandelbaum et al. 2006; Velander et al. 2014) . Therefore, host halo masses at low stellar masses are determined through the halo model based on observations of what are mostly satellite galaxies; degeneracies in the halo model dominate the resulting masses (Velander et al. 2014 ). While we are not able to constrain the density profiles of subhaloes at present, the subhalo-to-stellar mass relation is an important ingredient that could be incorporated in future galaxygalaxy lensing analyses to inform these choices.
APPENDIX A: LENS-INDUCED BIASES ON THE SHAPE MEASUREMENTS
Extended light from bright lens galaxies affects measurements of sources, such that their shapes are estimated to be more radially elongated than they really are. This induces a negative additive bias in the coordinate frame of the lens galaxy, which we label c t .
In order to account for this bias we measure the shapes of galaxies in the image simulations of Hoekstra et al. (2015) , after adding bright lens galaxies in a grid pattern (separated by 1 arcmin from each other). These injected lenses are modelled as a circular Sérsic (1968) profile (i.e., I(r) ∝ r 1/n ) using galsim, with a power-law index n = 4. A Sérsic profile with a high index has very extended wings and to avoid the surface brightness profiles of different lenses to overlap we truncate the lens profiles at 5 s eff , where s eff is the effective, or half-light, radius of the Sérsic profile. The source galaxies in the image simulations have a constant shear applied to them, which cancels out when we average over an isotropic grid of shears. Therefore any measured shear in the tangential frame can be attributed to a bias induced by extended light from the lenses. The lenses we inject into the simulations span the ranges 14 ≤ m phot ≤ 20 and 3 ≤ s eff /pix ≤ 40 (corresponding to 0. 55 ≤ s eff ≤ 7. 40), and are compared to the magnitude and size distribution (as measured by galfit, see Sifón et al. 2015b) in the MENeaCS data in Figure 2 .
We show the measured c t for three sample sets of simulations in Figure A1 . We find that the bias profiles can be well modelled in each bin as a Gaussian centred at θ ls = 0,
We then fit the best-fit parameters a bias and σ bias as functions of lens Figure A2 shows the best-fit individual values of a bias and σ bias and the values predicted by Equation A2. While at face value Equation A2 is not a good description of the measurements in the sim-ulations for the full (m phot ,s eff ) space (and especially for σ bias ), the discrepancy is limited to the extremes of this space. One notable discrepancy is roughly a 25 per cent difference in the prediction of σ bias for (m phot , s eff ) = (14, 30) (here, sizes are given in pixels). However, as shown in Figure 2 , this combination of magnitude and size accounts for much less than 1 per cent of the lenses in our sample. The other notable difference happens at (m phot , s eff ) = (18, 3) , but the bias introduced by such small, faint galaxies is negligible to start with. Moreover, as can be seen in Figure A2 , the difference arises because of the degeneracy between the amplitude and width of the Gaussian, such that the predicted bias is negligible as well.
APPENDIX B: BOOST CORRECTION ON THE SATELLITE LENSING SIGNAL
In this section we show explicitly the impact of lenses entering our source sample-the boost correction-on our satellite lensing measurements. In Section 4 we discussed at length the methodology used to measure the biases introduced by cluster members, and presented a fitting function which depends on R BCG , since the clustercentric distance is the factor determining the amount of contamination by cluster members. We use the same fitting function to calculate the boost correction for all clusters. However, the satellite lensing signal is not calculated as a function of cluster-centric distance but as a function of satellite-source separation, R, and therefore the boost correction applied to the satellite lensing signal varies from cluster to cluster, as it depends on the radial distribution of lenses within each cluster. Figure B1 shows the boost factors that were applied to our measurements to each cluster, for our measurements in both Sections 6 and 7.
The boost correction for each R sat bin is constant for R < R sat and then falls rather rapidly to a value of 1 (i.e., no correction). The bump seen in all except the first panel around the average R sat is analogous to the negative value of ∆Σ at the same lens-source separations. The boost correction in different stellar mass bins, on the other hand, is averaged over a large range in R sat , and therefore is smooth and rarely exceeds 20 per cent, except for high-stellar mass objects in a few clusters.
Note that at large lens-source separations, R > 2 Mpc, some boost corrections have values less than unity. This is, however, a 1 per cent effect, and we make no attempts to correct for it. Furthermore, these lens-source separations have no influence on the subhalo masses and in fact we excluded them from our analysis in Sections 6 and 7. In Figure B2 we show the effect of the boost correction in our measurements by directly comparing the lensing signal before and after applying the boost factors, when binning by cluster-centric distance. The almost constant ∼10 per cent boost correction for all stellar mass bins makes the data before and after the boost correction essentially indistinguishable, especially given the statistical uncertainties, and we therefore do not show the signal binned by stellar mass.
APPENDIX C: MASS DEFINITION AND DENSITY PROFILE
As discussed in the main text, other studies of satellite lensing have made different assumptions about subhalo density profiles, as well as used different definitions of mass. For instance, Li et al. (2016) ; Niemiec et al. (2017) adopted different versions of a truncated NFW profile, while Sifón et al. (2015a) assumed a full NFW profile and quoted m 200 as the subhalo mass, after arguing that statistical uncertainties dominated uncertainties from the mass profile. In our main analysis we adopted yet another mass definition, based on a full NFW profile but only including the mass within the region where the subhalo is overdense compared to the parent cluster, which we denoted m bg . Furthermore, each of these works adopted different mass-concentration relations (or, in the case of Li et al. 2016 , marginalized over r s ), which may also impact the results and preclude a meaningful comparison.
In this section we show posterior mass estimates based on different models for the subhalo density profile, for the case of satellites binned by cluster-centric distance. In addition to our fiducial model described in Section 5.2, we implement two models which we briefly describe below.
Our first alternative model consists of a full NFW density profile but with a concentration that depends on cluster-centric distance through
but both A and B remain largely unconstrained by our data. This is a reflection of the fact that weak lensing alone simply cannot constrain the concentration because the signal cannot be measured at radii below the scale radius in ground-based data (see Section 4.4). This model is therefore effectively a model with a full NFW profile where the concentration of subhaloes is marginalized out. Our second alternative model consists of a truncated NFW profile which falls of as ρ ∝ r 7 beyond the truncation radius, ρ(r) = δ c ρ m r/r s (1 + r/r s ) 2 r t r 2 + r 
with both the scale radius, r s , and the trunaction radius, r t , in addition to subhalo mass, left as free parameters for each R sat bin. This model is identical to the truncated NFW model used by Li et al. (2016) and therefore results from this model can be directly compared to those of Li et al. (2016) . Analytic expressions for the excess surface density of Equation C2 were derived by Baltz et al. (2009) . Like Li et al. (2016) , we cannot constrain neither the scale nor truncation radii. We show the posterior mass estimates of these models, along with our fiducial model from Section 5.2, in Figure C1 . The results of these two alternative models are fully consistent with our fiducial analysis; the increased errorbars are a reflection of the additional free parameters in these models. Like previous work (e.g., Li et al. 2016) , we conclude that systematic uncertainties due to the choice of density profile are subdominant to statistical uncertainties. 
R(Mpc)
Average Individual clusters Figure B1 . Boost corrections applied to the satellite lensing measurements binned by satellite cluster-centric distance, R sat (top), and by stellar mass. Each grey line shows the correction for a single cluster; these are the corrections applied in our analysis. We also show for reference the mean correction in each of the bins. The dashed horizontal line shows a boost correction of 1 (i.e., no bias). Note the increase in B at the typical R sat in each bin in the top plot, because these data points include sources approaching the cluster center. When binning by stellar mass, on the other hand, the profile is much smoother. 1.20 ≤ R sat /Mpc ≤ 2.00 Figure B2 . Satellite lensing signal before (red squares) and after (black circles) applying the boost correction, when the sample is binned by cluster-centric distance. The conversion from the red to the black points is shown by the blue thick lines in the top panels of Figure B1 . Figure C1 . Posterior ratios of total-to-stellar masses as a function of clustercentric distance for the two alternative models described in Appendix C, compared to our fiducial model. Points have been slightly shifted horizontally for visual clarity.
